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Abstract--A study is made of the problem of elastic collisions and energy transfer between 
gases which have separate Maxwellian velocity distributions. It is shown that the expression 
for the energy transfer rate obtained by Desloge (I1 for gases of arbitrary temperature and 
particle mass can be adapted into a convenient form which involves a ratio of particle masses, 
the difference in the gas thermal energies, and a collision frequency for energy transfer. An 
analysis is then made of the collision frequency in terms of an average momentum transfer cross 
section which is defined for conditions of thermal nonequilibrium. The general equations are 
next specialized to consider the problem of elastic electron collisions in heavy particle gases. To 
obtain useful numerical expressions forelectron-neutral particle collision frequencies and energy 
transfer rates, an analysis has been made of the momentum transfer cross sections for Na, O,, 
0, H and He. Calculations have also been made of the Coulomb momentum transfer cross 
section, collision frequency, and energy transfer rate. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In order to understand the thermal behavior of ionized atoms or molecules which are 
subjected to selective heating processes it is necessary to know the different rates of collisional 
energy transfer between charged and neutral particle species. Once these have been deter- 
mined it is possible to use energy balance equations to derive appropriate temperatures for 
each of the species present. Hence, in all generality it is necessary to have expressions for 
electron-ion, electron-neutral, and ion-ion energy transfer rates. The use of the full set of 
such energy transfer relations is currently required in the theoretical description of electron 
and ion temperatures in the upper atmosphere. 

In this paper an investigation is made of elastic collisional energy transfer between 
mixed gases of arbitrary particle mass having separate Maxwellian velocity distributions. 
It is shown in Section 2 that the exact equation for energy transfer, derived by Deslogeo), 
can be separated into three fundamental factors, each of which depends upon a different 
aspect of the collision process and gas composition. The concept of a nonequilibrium 
collision frequency for energy transfer is introduced for particle interactions of somewhat 
arbitrary cross section. In a similar manner the equations leading to the development of an 
average nonequilibrium momentum transfer cross section are derived. 

Following the presentation of the general relations, which are valid for particles of 
arbitrary mass and temperature, the results are specialized to consider elastic collisions 
between electrons and heavy particles. In section 3 we consider the difficulties involved 
in deriving average momentum transfer cross sections for electron-heavy particle interactions. 
For electron collisions with other charged particles it is found that the classical Rutherford 
differential scattering cross section can be used to arrive at results which are in accord with 
previous calculations. The problem of elastic electron collisions with neutral particles is 
more difficult and it is necessary to analyze both laboratory data and theoretical derivations 
in order to arrive at useful cross sections for N,, 0,, 0, He, and H. 
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The application of the cross section data is made in Section 4 to obtain expressions for 
momentum transfer collision frequencies and rates of electron energy transfer. A com- 
parison is then made between the present results and those which have been used in earlier 
studies of electron energy transfer rates as applied to the problems of the ionospheric 
energy balance. 

Section 5 is devoted to a general summary of the results of this study. 

1. General derivation 

II. BASIC EQUATIONS 

The derivation of the equation which describes the rate of energy exchange between two 
gases with Maxwellian velocity distributions having different temperatures and particle 
masses has been made by Deslogeo). By applying velocity distribution techniques to the 
mechanics of elastic collisions he was able to evaluate the average rate of change of the total 
kinetic energy of one gas as 

SL-4 nn (w%)“2(T~ - T2) 

s 

co 

dt T ’ 2 (ml + ~&2(2,&)3/2(m2~l + m,~2)6/2 o &bk) exP (-Kg2) dg (l) 

where 

u, = s 4 mlv12fY39 (24 

and 

K = 2kTl I 2kTz ( -’ 
ml m2 1 

4Lm = 27.r s o(g, O)(l - cos 0) sin 6 de (Xc) 

U:gas total kinetic energy 
n-particle number density 

m-particle mass 
T-Maxwellian temperature 
k-Boltzmann’s constant 
g-relative velocity between particles 

q&)-velocity dependent momentum transfer cross section 
u-particle velocity in laboratory system 

@r7-velocity space volume element 
&-center of mass scattering angle 

a(g, Q-differential scattering cross section 
f-velocity distribution function. 

Equation (1) is valid for conditions where separate Maxwellian velocity distributions can be 
maintained and where a suitable momentum transfer cross section can be found. In parti- 
cular, Deslogeo) has shown that this equation accurately describes the energy transfer 
rates for both elastic spheres and Coulomb particles. 

In the interests of further clarity, it will now be shown that it is possible to rearrange 
equation (1) in such a way that a deeper physical insight can be obtained into the problem 
of elastic collisional energy transfer between Maxwellian distributions of particles. As a 
brief guide, the following discussion is based upon a simple model of energy transfer for a 
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single particle moving in a gas. By defining an appropriate collision frequency for energy 
transfer and a momentum transfer cross section it is possible to derive a general functional 
form for the energy exchange rate between two gases. Such a form can be compared with 
equation (1) to obtain specific equations for the collision frequency and momentum transfer 
cross section which are applicable to the problem of energy transfer. 

We consider first the average energy loss per collision of a single particle of mass m, 
and kinetic energy e1 travelling through a gas composed of particles of mass m2 and average 
energy E,. The average loss of kinetic energy per collision, Ael, for this single particle is, as 
shown by Huxley and Crompton,(2) 

A% = - (my;:2)2 (El - 4) 

To describe the rate at which the single particle loses energy per unit time we may 
introduce the concept of the single particle collision frequency given by 

v12 = n2gqD, (4) 

with n2 the ambient gas number density. Since this quantity represents the collision rate of a 
single particle in a gas we may now combine equations (3) and (4) to obtain the average rate 
at which the single particle losses energy as 

he 

at=- mr ( 2y;l)” (a1 - ~22)%2. (5) 

If, instead of a single particle, we have a large number of particles combining to form a 
Maxwellian gas mixed with the original gas, we may approximate the total average energy 
exchange rate by the expression 

dU1 2mlm2 -=- 
dt cm1 + m2)2 6% - g2)42 

ul = F m,;;Z = q&f1 

09 

where Zr is now an average energy which corresponds to the Maxwellian distribution of 
single particles which we permitted to become the mixed gas. Likewise, G12 is now an average 
collision frequency which, unlike equation (4), must now be suitably detied to take account 
of the many different relative velocities between the various gas particles. 

The derivation leading to equation (6) is not rigorous since the proper averaging tech- 
niques of kinetic theory needed to arrive at an exact expression have not been used. It 
gives, however, a functional form for the energy exchange rate between two gases which 
can be used to decompose the original exact result of Deslogeo), given in equation (I), 
into three factors; a ratio of masses, a difference in average particle energies, and an energy 
transfer collision frequency. The first two quantities are independent of the mode of 
interaction between the two gas species, depending only upon the appropriate masses and 
average gas thermal energies. It is thus the collision frequency which must contain the 
factors which relate to the interparticle forces. 

In order that the correct form for an average collision frequency may be synthesized 
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from the comparison of equations (1) and (6) we require that the functional form of the 
average collision frequency be 

%2 K n&e, (8) 
which allows for the presence of an arbitrary numercial factor in the final result for f,,. 
The quantity g is the Maxwellian average relative velocity between the particles of the two 
gases while &, is the defined average momentum transfer cross section appropriate for 
conditions of thermal nonequilibrium. The quantity g can be derived directly for the motions 
of two gases having distribution functionsf, and fi by the equation 

2 = 
ss 
fifi le, - 2?,1 d3i&f’V~ (9 

where d3iT,,, are the respective velocity space volume elements for the two velocity distribu- 
tions. For fi and fi representing separate Maxwellian velocity distribution functions it is 
possible to integrate equation (9) to obtain, 

g = (!y2[Tg + y2, (10) 

the subscripts applying to the parameters of each respective gas. 
With this result it is now possible to synthesize the necessary expressions for the average 

energy transfer collision frequency and the average momentum transfer cross section. 
Through manipulation of equations (l), (6), (8) and (10) the latter quantity becomes 

g5%(d exp (-Kg2> dg (11) 

where, from (2b), 

[ 

2kT, $- 2kT2 1 -I 
K=- - ml m2 (12) 

and it is assumed that E1 = Q kT, and 4 = Q kT,. 
Equation (11) is the generalization of the momentum transfer cross section to situations 

where thermal equilibrium does not prevail between gases composed of particles with 
different masses and different Maxwellian distributions. Under a condition of equilibrium 
we may take Tl = T2 which reduces Q, immediately to the standard form for the average 
momentum transfer cross section given by Dalgarno et ~~1.c~) 

In a similar manner the comparison of equations (l), (6), (8) and (11) permits the 
recognition of the average momentum transfer collision frequency as 

fi2 = +n2& (13) 

or, using equation (lo), 

8,, = Qn2 (Fr[: + zll/Be~ (14) 

which represents the generalization to conditions of different Maxwellian velocity distribu- 
tions of two gases. For an equilibrium state such as Tl = T, = T and with ~1 representing 
the two particle reduced mass, 

e, (15) 
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which is a factor of Q larger than the total scattering collision frequency derived by Chapman 
and Cowling(*). This same factor has, however, been noted by Nicolet(s) in an analysis of 
electron collision frequencies based upon an analysis of collision intervals and diffusion 
coefficients derived by the velocity distribution method. 

As a final result it is now possible to express equation (1) in terms of the collision fre- 
quency, difference in energy, and mass factor as 

du, - = -3n, mlm’ 
dt (m, + mz>” 

k(T, - T&i& (16) 

This equation represents the tlnal goal of the derivation since we now have decomposed the 
general equation into a form which relates to different aspects of the collision process for 
energy transfer. 

2. Application to electron energy transfer 

We now extend the preceding equations to consider the problem of an electron gas mixed 
with another gas composed of heavy particles such that m, < m2. The equations derived 
for this situation will be applicable to elastic electron-neutral and electron-ion collisions. 

From equation (11) the average momentum transfer cross section becomes 

0, = (2)” r v5qD(v> exp (- m&) dv, 
e e 

where v is the electron velocity since, for m, < m2, the relative velocity g is determined 
almost entirely by the motions of the electrons alone. 

The average electron collision frequency can likewise be obtained from equation (14) 
under the assumption that T,/m, > T,/m, as 

& D¶ (18) 

dependent upon the electron temperature alone. 
Finally, the rate of exchange of kinetic energy between the electron gas and the second 

gas is obtained from equation (16) as 

or, in terms of &,, 

dU, = -3n m, 
dt 

e ; k(T, - 7’2)9e, 

2 
(1% 

(20) 

It is interesting to note that the energy transfer collision frequency, GG,, can be directly 
related to the theory of the electrical conductivity of a plasma. From Shkarofsky et a/.(1@ 
the equivalent collision frequency of electrons which limits the conduction of current in a 
plasma subjected to a weak electric field can be derived as 

4 
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where ys is the velocity dependent electron collision frequency for momentum transfer 
defined in equation (4) and w is the angular frequency of the applied electric field. If the 
radio frequency w is much larger than the collision frequency such that o2 > ye2 this 
equation reduces to 

(22) 

which is exactly the same as the electron collision frequency given in equation (18). Thus, 
by means of high frequency radio experiments in dilute plasmas it should be possible to 
obtain experimental data which can be used directly to calculate elastic electron energy 
transfer rates. 

The application of the preceding equations to the problem of determining electron 
collision frequencies and energy exchange rates in heavy gases is made in the following 
sections. First, however, it is necessary to adopt adequate expressions for the momentum 
transfer cross sections. For electron-neutral collisions there exist no convenient analytical 
results and it is necessary to analyze existing laboratory and theoretical results. The problem 
of Coulomb collisions, however, is amenable to a direct theoretical approach. 

ILL ELECYRON CROSS SECTIONS FOR MOMENTUM TRANSFER 

1. Cross sections for neutrd particles 

Since theoretical methods usually do not yield accurate values of qD for low energy 
electron-neutral collisions it is necessary to rely upon the available experimental measure- 
ments. Descriptions of the current methods used to obtain momentum transfer cross 
sections for electron-neutral collisions can be found in Massey and Burhop”), McDaniel(*), 
and Hasted@). As has been emphasized, it is the collision cross section for momentum 
transfer which is of dominating importance in determining the form of the energy equations. 
Unfortunately, most early experiments were designed to give values of the total scattering 
cross section and it is only within the past 15 years, with the advent of the microwave 
conductivity and drift velocity methods, that accurate values of the momentum transfer 
cross section have been determined. 

In the following sections each atmospheric gas is considered separately with respect to 
electron collisions and appropriate expressions for the momentum transfer cross section 
are adopted. 

1.1 Molecular nitrogen. The results of theoretical studies and experimental measure- 
ments for qD by various workers over the past 28 years are given by Shkarofsky et ,I.@) 
Corrections have been made by these authors for the velocity distributions of the colliding 
electrons in all the previous experiments. Nevertheless, the values of the measured cross 
sections vary by as much as 65 per cent. More recent studies have been based upon micro- 
wave and electron mobility experiments. These methods have tended to produce much 
more consistent data and are capable of covering a wide range of electron energies. The 
results of recent experiments are presented in Fig. 1. 

At low electron energies in the range 0~003-0~05 eV, Pack and Phelps(lo) have measured 
the drift velocity of electrons under the influence of a constant electric field. Their data on 
the momentum transfer cross section agree well with the earlier measurements of Phelps et al.ol) 
who used a microwave conductivity device over the energy range 0*02-0*03 eV. Anderson and 
Goldstein( employing a slightly different microwave technique, obtained results which 
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diverge from other work, showing a substantial increase in qo at low electron energies. 
When the work of Crompton and Huxley, as reported by Shkarofsky et .Z.@) and Crompton 
and Sutton(13) is considered, it appears that experimental errors probably exist in Anderson 
and Goldstein’s work. Further, Huxley (14) obtained results consistent with the earlier 
measurements of Crompton and Sutton and the later data of Pack and Phelps. 

Frost and Phelp@ and Englehardt et al. (UN have used a method of integrating the 
Boltzmann equation to choose proper values for qD Their method consisted of adopting 
appropriate sets of elastic and inelastic cross sections and then solving the Boltzmann 
equation for the equilibrium electron velocity distribution function in the presence of an 
electric field energy source. Next, they computed the electron mobilities and diffusion 
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FIG. 1. ENERGYDEPENDENTMOMWTUMTRANSFERCROSSSECTXONFORELECTRONSINMOLECULAR 
NITRoaN. 

coefficients. Since these are experimentally known quantities, the theoretical results could 
be compared with the measurements. When differences existed, suitable changes were made 
in the cross sections until consistent results followed. 

For electron energies between 0.02 eV and O-1 eV the data of Pack and PhelpsoO) can be 
represented by the equation 

qD = 18.8 x 10-le&l'aCIll*, (23) 

where E is the electron energy measured in electron volts (eV). For energies above 0.1 eV 
this expression leads to an overestimate of the true cross section. From the data of 
Englehardt et al.‘l@ a suitable generalization to include the region 0.1-1.0 eV is 

qD = (18.3 - 7.3 &2)&1/a x lO--ls cma. (24) 

Applying equation (17) to equation (24) yields 

&(Nz) = (2082-3.41 x 10-pT,)T>‘2 x 10-17cm*. (25) 

In essence, this result represents the first correction to the work of Pack and Phelps(ro) such 
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that the collision frequency and energy loss rate can now be evaluated over the range 100” < 
T, < 4500°K. For low temperatures the correction term, 3.41 x lo-“ T,, is small. At 
temperatures above 2OOO”K, however, there is a significant reduction of the cross section 
below that which follows from the original cross section of Pack and Phelps. 

1.2 Molecdur oxygen. The results of all experimental and theoretical studies of the 
electron-molecular oxygen momentum transfer cross section conducted prior to 1958 have 
been compiled by Shkarofsky et al. w In general, the various results do not yield consistent 
values. However, the early work of Crompton and Huxley, as reported by Cook and 
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The data of Phelps(pl) and Phelps and Hake”“) are based upon beat solutions to Boltmann’s 
equation using experimental values of electron transport coefficients. 

Lorents( over the energy range 0.2-2.0 eV has been found to agree well with later data. 
In particular, Phelp@ analyzed the 9.3 MC/S microwave conductivity data given by Van 
Lintus) and matched it to an assumed first power dependence upon the electron velocity to 
determine a single particle collision cross section. Recently, Mentzoni(20) has made a direct 
measurement of the electron collision frequency. By assuming the cross section of be pro- 
portional to the electron energy, he found a collision cross section which was a factor of 1.6 
smaller than that given by Phelps. 

Phelps(21) conducted an analysis using the Boltzmann equation to evaluate the drift 
velocity and ratio of the diffusion coefficient to the electron mobility. By adjusting the 
various cross sections, he was able to find agreement between predicted and measured values. 
Phelps and Hake(22) repeated the analysis using more refined measurements of electron 
mobility and diffusion coefficients. Their results, shown in Fig. 2, should be accurate to 
within 20 per cent in the electron energy range O-2 < E Q 2-O eV. A difficulty arises in 
adopting a simple expression to represent the energy dependence of the cross section. As a 
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first approximation a good fit to the experimental data is 

qD = (2.2 + 5.1 c112) x lo-l6 cm2 (26) 

over the energy range 0.02 I E 4 1.0 eV. From equation (17) & is given by 

&(O,) = 2.2 x lo-16(1 + 3.6 x 10-2T:/2) cm2, 

and applies for 150” I T, I 5000”. 

(27) 

1.3. Atomic oxygen. There are several experimental results for the values of the total 
scattering cross section, qT, in atomic oxygen, but none for the momentum transfer cross 
section since the chemical activity of oxygen makes measurements difficult in any closed 
container. Neynaber et ~1.‘~) conducted a total scattering experiment but no data were 
taken below electron energies of 2 eV, far above the thermal energies of the upper atmos- 
phere. At this energy it was found that qr = 5.5 x lo-la cm2. Another experiment by Lin 
and Kive1(24) was made at a lower energy. They found a momentum transfer cross section 
of 1.5 x lo-l6 cm2 at a mean electron energy of O-5 eV. 

From quantum theory, Klein and Brueckner (25) derived a method of relating scattering 
phase shifts to measurements of photodetachment cross sections. It was later pointed 
out by Cooper and Martin W) that the calculated photodetachment cross sections did not 
matchrecentresults and, further, that the effective range theory used by Klein and Brueckner 
was not valid at low electron energies. Cooper and Martin then recalculated the entire 
problem, obtaining new values of the phase shifts. In the absence of direct experimental 
results these values can be used to obtain an expression for the momentum transfer cross 
section according to the relation(s) 

where k, = [(2?~m,v,)/h] is the quantum mechanical wave number of relative motion, h is 
Plan&s constant, L is the angular momentum quantum number, and 8, is the L-th wave 
partial wave phase shift of the radial solution of SchrSdinger’s equation. 

Temkinc2’) also approached the problem in a theoretical manner and made a calculation 
of the S-wave contribution to the total scattering cross section. He compared his results 
with those of Bates and Massey(28) and concluded that the true value of the total scattering 
cross section was bracketed by the two calculations. The results of these calculations are 
shown in Fig. 3. To give an indication of the true value of qD, the values of P-wave phase 
shifts given by Cooper and Martin have been added to the S-wave values of Ten&in, and 
Bates and Massey. The values for the scattering phase shifts given by Cooper and Martin 
are accepted here as providing a basis for determining the momentum transfer cross section 
for atomic oxygen. Extrapolating from the good agreement found by these authors for the 
problem of negative ion photodetachment, it appears that the error involved in using the 
theoretical phase shifts for determining qo should be less than 30 per cent for electron 
energies below 0.5 eV. Thus, it does not appear unreasonable to accept an average value of 
qD = (3.4 ,-- 1.0) x lo-l6 cm2 for electrons in atomic oxygen. Using this expression the 
average momentum transfer cross section becomes 

e,(o) = (3’4 f 1.0) x lo-” cm2, 

independent of the electron temperature for T, < 4000°K. 

(29) 
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1.4. Atomic hydrogen. No experimental measurements have been made for the electron- 
hydrogen momentum transfer cross section. However, recent theoretical treatments of 
electron scattering in hydrogen have produced predicted total cross sections which are in 
good agreement with the measured total cross section as determined by Neynaber et uZ.(~) 
and Bra&man et aLae Thus, the error involved in using the same partial wave phase shifts to 
determine the momentum transfer cross section by means of equation (28) should not be 
large. Two similar theoretical calculations of the scattering phase shifts for electrons in 
atomic hydrogen have been published by Smith et Us. and Burke and Schey.(3i) Both 
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The data of Klein and Brueckner’“’ and Neynaber et al.‘“’ apply to the total scattering cross 
section. The phase shift data of Cooper and Marti19) are used here to calculate values of 
The data of TemkinCg7) and Bates and Massey”) 

.F” 
originally included only S-wave phase &I ts. 

These have been expanded for the purposes of comparison using the P-wave shifts of Cooper 
and Martin.“’ 

derivations employ a close coupling approximation where the scattering wave function is 
expanded in terms of hydrogen atom stationary eigenstates. For the present treatment, the 
results of Smith et al. are used. 

In calculating qD from the partial wave phase shifts for atomic hydrogen it is necessary 
to include both the singlet and triplet contributions to the scattering. Using equation (28) 
with the proper weighting factors yields a form for qr, shown in Fig. 4. A suitable analytic 
expression for the energy dependence is 

qD = (54.7 - 28.7 a) x 10-16 cma, (30) 

which gives a cross section considerably larger than that found for the other atmospheric 
constituents. Using this expression the average momentum transfer cross section is 

Q,(H) = (54.7 - 7.45 x lo-8 T,) x 10-ls cma, (31) 

over the temperature range 150” I T, I 5000”. It is difficult to assess the error involved 
in deriving & but an arbitrary estimate of f25 per cent, based on the correspondence 
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between thoeretical and experimental results for the total cross section, should give a 
reasonable indication. A difficulty is noted, however, in that there exist no reported meas- 
urements of the scattering cross section below 1 eV, and it is possible that there may be 
errors in the application of theoretical values to this region. 

1.5. Helium. The experimentally determined values for qD are in good agreement. 
Pack and Phelps(l”) conducted an electron drift experiment over the energy range O-003 < 
E < O-05 eV obtaining a constant cross section of 5.6 x lo-l6 cm2. Phelps et CZ~.@~) per- 
formed a microwave conductivity experiment over the range O-02 < E < O-04 eV, tiding 
virtually the same value. Gould and Brown (33) made a separate determination by a different 

I 1 I I I I I # 
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FIG.~. ENWGY DEPENDENT MOMENTUM TRANSFER CROSS SEC~ON FOR ELBXRONS IN ATOMIC 

HYDROGEN. 

The curve is calculated on the basis of phase shifts given by Smith et ~1.(*~) 

microwave technique which gave t-he value 5.2 x lo-l6 cm2 for all energies between 0.0 and 
4-O eV. Anderson and GoldsteirW made microwave conductivity measurements down to 
electron energies of O-05 eV and found a constant cross section of 6.8 x lo-l6 cm2. 

Thus, for the case of electron-helium scattering, it appears reasonable to accept the 
value qD = (5.6 & O-6) x lo-l6 cm2, corresponding to an uncertainty of 10 per cent, over 
the energy range 0X1-5*0 eV. The average momentum transfer cross section is 

o,(He) = (5.6 & 0.6) X lo-la cm2, 

independent of the electron temperature. 

(32) 

The values of & for the different gases considered here are shown in Fig. 5 as a function 
of electron temperature. The largest cross sections are associated with H and N,, these 
reaching values of 60 x 10-18 cm2 and 12 x 10-1’, cm2, respectively. The cross sections of 
He an 0 are essentially constant over the range of temperatures indicated here. However, 
there must exist some uncertainty in the velocity dependence of qD for several gases. For N2 
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AVERAGE MOMENTUM TRANSFER N2 : 
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FIG.~. AWRAGE MOMENTUM TRANSFER CROSS SECTIONS POR ELECTRONS. 
These curves result from applying the velocity averaging techniques described in the text to the 

experimental and theoretical electron cross section data. 

and 0, the uncertainty in 0, should be less than 20 per cent (Englehardt et ul.(le); Phelps 
and Hake(22)) while for He a value of 10 per cent is adequate. It is difficult to assess the 
possible error in the quantum calculations of qD for H and 0 but the previous arbitrary 
estimates of f25 per cent and f30 per cent, respectively, should be reasonable. In fact, 
further experimental studies of H and 0 are needed to check the theoretical cross sections 
presented here. 

2. Cross section for charged particles 

The momentum transfer cross section for charged particles of arbitrary mass can be 
derived through a knowledge of the differential scattering cross section and application of 
equations (2~) and (11). For electrical forces the interaction varies as r-2 and the Rutherford 
differential scattering cross section applies in the form(s) 

o(e,g) = (s)’ sin4 (3 , (33) 

where ,u is the two particle reduced mass, Z,,, are the respective atomic charges, e is the 
electron charge, and 8 is the center of mass scattering angle. Applying this to equation (2) 
yields 

The normal limits of integration for equation (2) should cover all scattering angles between 
0 and w radians. However, it is found that the use of zero for the lower limit causes the 
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Coulomb integral to diverge. To prevent this, the integration is arbitrarily truncated at a 
minimum angle, O,, whose value must be determined from the parameters of the charged 
particle gas. From Bachynski W) the relation between the impact parameter, b, the scattering 
angle, 19, and the relative velocity, g, is given by 

2 
(l - ‘OS @ = 1 + (b/bo)2 (35) 

where b,, = ZlZ2e2/,ug2 using previously defined quantities. From this equation it is seen 
that the minimum scattering angle, O,, is determined by the maximum value of the impact 
parameter b. As discussed by Montgomery and TidmarW, collisions leading to large 
scattering angles are rare in a plasma since the long range Coulomb force tends to deflect 
the slow thermal particles only through small angles. A good approximation is that b > b, 
with the result that equation (35) becomes 

(1 - cos (3,) = 2 ; 
( 1 

2 

1 

where b, is the maximum impact parameter corresponding to 8,. 
Several different approaches have been taken to relate the characteristic parameters of 

the plasma to the maximum impact parameter bl. Chapman and Cowling(4) assumed that 
the maximum interaction distance was limited to the average interparticle spacing. This 
ignored, however, the influence of the longer range collisions which are responsible for the 
small angular deviations of the electrons. A more accurate treatment was introduced by 
Cohen et LIZ. who took into consideration the shielding of charge due to electrostatic 
polarization effects. By means of Poisson’s equation in conjunction with the Boltzmann 
equation for nearly equilibrium conditions, it can be shown (Salpeter@@) that the potential, 
v(r), of a particle of charge Z,e at an origin of coordinates within a plasma is given by 

v(r) = z$ exp (-r/An), (37) 

where r is the radial separation distance and /I, is the Debye shielding distance, defined as 

with T,,, the respective Maxwellian temperatures and n1 2 the number densities. For a 
plasma, the Debye length represents the maximum distance’ over which microscopic density 
fluctuations are correlated by random electric fields. The Debye length can also be inter- 
preted as a measure of the effective range of the Coulomb interaction between two charged 
particles. Cohen et aZ.(37) essentially prove this and conclude that the Debye length should 
be used in equation (36) as the maximum impact parameter. Therefore, 

for the velocity dependent momentum transfer cross section. This equation is a general 
relation for particles of arbitrary mass and can be used for electron-ion, electron-electron, 
and ion-ion interactions. 

The argument of the logarithm in equation (39) can be rewritten in terms of the energy E 
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of two colliding particles, as viewed in the center of mass system, in the form 

ndcjj LL_ 
ZlZ2e2 D ZlZ2e2 ID (40) 

This term is common to all calculations of ionized gases and, according to ChapmarPJe), 
can introduce a possible error of 10 per cent into the derivation of the cross section. Table 1 
lists the values of In A for various particle energies and Debye lengths. 

For the ionospheric conditions of particle energies and Debye lengths, it is found that 
most normal variations he within the indicated uncertainty of 10 per cent at 15.0 f 1.5. 
However, for some problems involving very energetic photoelectrons, a higher value may 
be required. 

TABLE 1. VALUES OF In A 

\ 
l(rm) 

4eV) 0.1 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0 IO.0 20.0 50.0 1mo 

1 x 10-a 
5 x 10-P 
1 x 10-l 
5 x 10-l 
1 x 10” 
5 x 10” 
1 x 10’ 
5 x 10’ 
1 x 10’ 

9.5 11.1 11.8 12.5 1 13.5 14.1 148 15.8 16.4 
11.1 12.8 1 13.5 14.1 15.1 15.8 16.4 + 17.4 18.1 
11.8 ) 13.5 14.1 14.8 15.8 16.4 1 18.1 18.8 
13.5 15.1 15.8 16.4 1 17.4 18.1 18.8 19.7 20.4 
14.1 15.8 16.4 1 18.1 18.8 19.4 20.4 21.1 
15.8 17.4 18.1 18.8 19.7 20.4 21.1 22.0 22.7 
16.4 18.1 18.8 19.4 20.4 21.1 21.7 22.7 23.4 
18.1 19.7 20.4 21.1 22.0 22.7 23.4 24.3 25.0 
18.8 20.4 21.0 21.7 22.6 23.4 24.0 24.9 25.7 

With equations (11) and (39) it is possible to derive & for two gases with different 
Maxwellian temperatures. The result is 

““=“~12[~n:~J2 (41) 

and is valid for particles of arbitrary mass and charge. An interesting feature of this cross 
section is its rapid decrease with increasing gas temperatures. 

For electron-ion scattering this equation may be reduced by taking T&q, > Ti/m,, 
Z, = 1, Z, = Z,, giving 

7r (Zie2)2 In A 
t?Dce - i) = 2 (kT )2 

6 
(42) 

dependent only upon the electron temperature. Numerically this becomes, with In A = 15, 

&(e - i) = (6.6 * O@lO+/TB” cm2. (43) 

A brief comparison can be made here regarding the relative importance of electron- 
neutral and electron-ion collisions. For numerical purposes a general electron-neutral 
cross section of 5 x IO-l6 cm2 is adequate. Thus, the ratio of the electron cross sections 
can be written as 

R = &/(jen = 1.3 x loll/T:. (44) 
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Since the electron temperature, T,, generally assumes values between 250’ and 3600°K in 
the upper atmosphere, we see that the ratio of the cross sections varies from 2 x 108 to 
1 x l@. This imples that the effects of electron-ion collisions will become important when 
the ratios of the ion to neutral densities reach 5 x lo-’ and 1 x Iv, respectively. 

IV. ELECTRON COLLISION FREQUENCIES AND ENERGY TRANSFER RATES 

1. Neutral gases 

The momentum transfer cross sections for electron-neutral collisions which were 
adopted in the previous section can be used to arrive at expressions for the electron energy 
transfer collision frequencies and energy transfer rates. Tables 2 and 3, respectively, give 
the final results. 

TABLET. ELECIRON ~~LL~ONFREQUENCIIS(~~C-I) 

N,: iJa = 2.33 x lo-%(N,)[l - 1.21 x lO-‘T,]T, 
0,: Ga = 1.82 x lo-“‘n(O1)[l + 3.6 x 10-sT,l’aJT,“* 
0: V# = 2.8 x 10-‘“n(0)T~” 
H: 9, = 45 x lo-%@I)[1 - 1.35 x lo-‘T,]Z’,I’* 

He: fa = 46 x lo-%(He)Tt’* 

A comparison of these values can be made with those previously reported. Care must be 
taken, however, to consider only elastic energy loss processes since, as shown by Gerjuoy 
and Stei#‘) and Frost and Phelps, (15) the impact excitation of rotational and vibrational 
states in diatomic molecules can be efficient energy loss processes for an electron gas. 

TABLET. ELASTIC ELECTRON ENERGY TRANSFJJR RATIS (evcm-*sec-l) 

N,: dU./dt = - 1.77 x lo-‘%n.n(Na)[l - 1.21 x 10-TJT.(T, - T’) 
0,: dlJ./dt = - 1.21 x lo-‘%,n(O&l + 3.6 x lo-T,“‘]T,I”(T, - T) 
0: dU./dt = - 3.74 x lo-‘*n,n(O)T,l’*( T. - T) 
H: dU./dt = - 9.63 x lo-‘%~@)[l - 1.35 x Io-‘T,]T,“yT, - z-) 

He: dU./dt = - 246 x 10-17n&He)T.“a(T. - T) 

For N,, Dalgarno et aZ.t41) used an energy loss equation which was based upon the cross 
section measurements of Pack and Phelpso@. This gave 

d v,(N,) 
- = -9.85 x 10-mT,(T, - T)n(N,)n, eV cm-s set-r 

dt (45) 

A discrepancy is noted, however, if one uses the value of &, given in equation (25), which 
is also valid for the low temperatures where the data of Pack and Phelps(lO) apply. It appears 
that equation (45) is a factor of 4 smaller than would be found through application of the 
energy transfer rate given by equation (20). Hence, it is found that equation (45) under- 
estimates the elastic energy transfer rate for T, < 3600°K. 

In considering 0,, Dalgarno et aZ.t41) adopted the value 

d u,(G,) - = -6.1 x 10-20T,(T, - T)n(O,)n, eV cm-s se+, 
dT 

based upon the microwave studies of A. V. Phelps (Dalgarno (42)). This equation yields 
energy loss rates which are 20-30 per cent larger than those given in Table 3. This difference 
arises from the use here of newer cross section data and the application of the exact energy 
transfer equation. 
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The problem of electron energy loss in atomic oxygen has been considered by Hanson 
and JohnsorP) and Hanson(42). In the latter paper a cross section of 2 x lo-l6 cm2 was 
adopted, leading to an energy transfer rate of 

d u,(O) 
- = -1.42 x 10-1sT,1’2(T, - T)n(O)n, eV cm-s set-l. 

dt (47) 

If, however, equation (20) had been applied with the stated cross section, this rate would be 
a factor of 1.55 greater. In the same way, Dalgarno et al.(“) took a cross section of 6 x 
10-l’ cm2 and arrived at the expression 

d u,(O) 
dt 

= -1.3 x 10-rsT,1’2(T, - T)n(O)n, eV cm-s set-l. (48) 

Again, the direct use of their cross section in equation (20) leads to the value 

d v,(G) - = -6.6 x lo-ls Ti12(T, - T)n(O)n, eV cm-s se&. 
dt (49) 

which is a factor of 5.7 lower than the present date. However, if the rate given by equation 
(48) is their final result, then the actual momentum transfer cross section used was 1.8 x 
10-ls cm2 which is close to the value adopted here. 

For atomic hydrogen and helium there appear to be no determinations of energy transfer 
rates which could be used for comparision with this work. 

2. Charged particle gases 

Using the previous value for & the charged particle collision frequency of a particle 
of mass m, in a gas of particles of mass m2 is 

F1’12 = Q 2/(27r)n, (=s)2 lntT 

l” (Z+--$ 

3,2 

To reduce this to electron-ion scattering we take Ts/m, > Tr/m, and 2, = 1 giving 

t 2/(27+, 
(Zie2)2 In A 

v, = 
m,112(kTe)3/2 (51) 

or, numerically with In A = 15., 

+a = (54 f 5)n,/T,312 set-l. (52) 

This result agrees with that derived by NicoleP from the work of Chapman and Cowling(4). 
There have been three experimental studies which have substantiated the expression 

adopted here. Anderson and Goldsteino2) conducted microwave experiments in a decaying 
nitrogen plasma and found a collision frequency which agrees with equation (52) to within 
10 per cent. Chen (45) has reported a more refined experimental technique which permitted 
him to measure the electron-ion collision frequency in a neon plasma. He found that 
equation (52) correctly represents the collision frequency over a wide range of temperatures 
and ion densities. The numerical results of his experiments agree to within 6 per cent. 
Mentzoni(20) has also been able to conmm the validity of equation (52) to within the indicated 
accuracy of 10 per cent. 
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The energy transfer rate between two charged gases having Maxwellian velocity dis- 
tributions but no restriction on the temperatures or masses is 

W - = -4,V’(2+z,n, 
dt 

(Z1ZSe2)2 k(T 

m1m2 r 

which, for electron-ion energy transfer, reduces to the well known form, 

due - = -42/(2+,~ 
mu2 

$- k(T, - Ti) 
(Zte2)2 In A 

dt % (kTer12 * 

Numerically, this becomes for singly charged ions, 

due - = -(7.7 5 0.8) x lO%,n, @$::) eV cm-3 set-l 
dt 

(53) 

(54) 

(55) 

where A, is the ion atomic mass in amu. 
It is interesting to note that for a fixed temperature T2 in equation (53) there occurs a 

maximum energy transfer rate which, for the general case, is found at a temperature 
Tl = (3 + 2ml/m2)T2. For electron-ion energy transfer this reduces to the usual result that 
T, = 3Ti. This analysis ignores, however, the contribution of the temperature dependence 
of the term In A. For electron-ion energy transfer inclusion of this effect leads, for In A = 
15, to the relation T, = 3.5 Ti, an increase in the critical temperature by 16 per cent. 

The importance of equation (53) lies in the possibility of describing all charged particle 
energy transfer in terms of one general result; the reduction to electron-ion, electron- 
electron, or ion-ion cases being made simply through a proper choice of subscripts, charges 
and mass ratios. 

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

It has been shown that a suitable synthesis can be made of the elastic energy transfer 
equation such that a generalized energy transfer collision frequency can be defined for 
conditions of thermal nonequilibrium. In considering the specific problem of electron- 
neutral collisions it was necessary to analyze both laboratory data and theoretical studies 
of scattering phase shifts in order to arrive at satisfactory expressions for the average 
momentum transfer cross sections. Thus, while 0, for N,, O,, and He are founded upon 
experimental results, the values for 0 and H have been newly derived from the recent 
theoretical calculations of scattering phase shifts. 

The derivation of the charged particle momentum transfer cross section was shown to 
follow from the standard expression for the Rutherford differential scattering cross section 
and the final expressions are valid for charged gases of arbitrary temperatures and particle 
masses, relativistic effects being ignored. A comparison of the electron-ion and electron- 
neutral cross sections was made to indicate the much larger value which is associated with 
charged particle collisions. 

Using the different momentum transfer cross sections electron-neutral collision fre- 
quencies and energy transfer rates were derived and compared with expressions previously 
used. In general, the differences between various authors can be as large as a factor of two. 
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The problem of ion collision frequencies and energy transfer will be discussed in a 
subsequent paper. 
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Pesmm~Bccne~yercs npo6nerda ynpyrnx coyAapenEti EI nepeuoc aaepraa nfe?riRy 
raaahlrr c paanbrsfsi pacnpe~exennnnru Mancaenxuenoti caopocTsr. Yna8bmaeTcn, 9To 
sbtpamemie ~~opo~~~lnepe~ocam~eprm,no~~yse~~oe~e~o~eM~m rasoBqoImionb- 
Hoti TeMlIepaTypbI H MaCChI ¶aCTEJJ, MOHCeT 6brrb o6neueao B YHO6HYH) 1$0pMyJIy, B 
KOTOPP BXOAHT 0Tnomenne nracc uacrrfq, paaunnbr B Tenxoribtx aneprnnx rasoa ss 
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nacToTacoygapeaatf~nfinepeKocaaHeprua. Bcne~saa~umgenaeTc~aaaanKasacToTw 
coynapeHKi4 B npenenax cpenKer0 nonepeuKor0 ce9eKw3 nepenoca Tonwa, yTouKse- 
MONO gna yc~ros~li TepwvfecKoro HepaBnoBecw. IIocne aTor cneqKanKas3pyIoTcs3 
06uIie ypaBHeHHFI C TeM, YTO6bI paCCMOTpeTb ylIpylXie CTOJIKHOBeHliH WIeKTpOHOB R 
cnysafsx TfnKenbIx sacTnq. qTO6bI IIOJlyWfTb Bblpa?KeHHR AJIH 9aCTOTbI COy?JapeHIfti 
KeflTpanbHarxaneKTpoHo~,HCKOpOCTEnepeKocaaHepr~ur, 6bmcgena~ aHa.nsisnonepe+ 
HOrO ce~eHw3 nepeKoca TowKa FIJIH Np, 01 H EI He. &E'IH TaKXe BbmElCJIeHbI 
nOJlepe¶HbIe CePeHMFI HepeAOCa KynOni6oBCKOrO TOi'FfKa, PaCTOTa CTOJlKHOBeHSlti YI 
cKopocTb nepeHocaeHeprnn. 


